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1. Introduction
Soft Xerays (SXR) emitted from a fusion plasma can be used to diagnose and interpret
magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) plasma activities and their structure. At the tokamak
ASDEX Upgrade the soft X—radiation is measured by 5 pinhole cameras with a total of
124 detectors, The detected signals are integrals along lines—offsight. which lie in one
poloidal cross—section of the tokamak. Thus7 a tomographic reconstruction is a very
important tool for the interpretation of the data.

For investigation of complex mode structures (higher poloidal mode number, several
modes) the spatial resolution is too poor due to the low number of detectors {N 102),
because of restricted space. On the other hand in the medical tomography some 105
chords are available [1]

To obtain sufiicient spatial resolution tomography methods are adapted to the conditions
in fusion plasmas. The method presented here is unique in its ability to reconstruct the
soft X-ray emissivity of coupled MHD modes with high spatial resolution.

2. Differential Rotational Tomography
To improve the spatial resolution the well known method of rotational tomography can
be used [2,3]. Here1 time information is transformed into Spatial information. Because of
the toroidal and/or poloidal plasma rotation the mode rotates in the observation plane.
Assuming a. circular, rigid and concentric rotation of a stationary mode with constant
angular velocity it is easy to correlate the data for one chord at different time points with
the data for different chords at one time point.

To analyse noncircular and nonconcentric plasma shapes the rotational tomography was
expanded by using an adaptive coordinate system (and). p is the radial poloidal flux
coordinate. The toroidal coordinate (p is the Euclidean toroidal angle. The poloidal
coordinate 6* is the straight field line angle, 1. e., the magnetic field lines are straight in
the plane (”+75 (9"). The definitions are as follows:
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6" is normalized to 271', B and z are the Cartesian coordinates in the poloidal plane.
6 is the Euclidean poloidal angle. (ii is the poloidal flux obtained from equilibrium cal-
culations. It takes the value 1125 on the separatrix and do; on the magnetic axis. All
lines—of—sight lie in the plane (pflfl (or (Rm) at one toroidal location (e20). The
advantage of the coordinate system (p. 6') is that the motion of one mode is represented
as a rigid1 uniform, circular and concentric rotation, This simple properties are offset by
complex representation of the lines—of-sight in these coordinates, confer figure 1.
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Figure 1: Lines of constant p and 6” (dashed) and Zines-of-sight for camera D (Solid),
depicted in Euclidean {left} and adaptive (right) coordinates.

Conventional rotational tomography fails if more than one mode is present. To deal
with this difficulty we developed two complementary strategies. First, if the modes are
uncoupled. i. e. if they correspond to different frequencies in the measured signal. we
separate them in the Fourier space using the fast Fourier transform (FFT). Second, if
they are coupled, We apply an ansatz which takes into account the corresponding different

rotational velocities in the observation plane (p, 9*). This will be developed step by step
‘ in the following paragraphs.

First, look at the ansatz for the soft X—ray emissivity of a pure harmonic mode. (mm):

gtpasva 9*) = Alple‘lrmé-flw (2)
Here, A(p) is the complex radial function of this mode. Its absolute part corresponds to
the radial amplitude function. Next, assume a rigid plasma rotation with the frequency w
and consider the time dependent ansatz at thetoroidai location of the. SXR diagnostic:

gown = AW) 6‘("‘g‘+"““) (3)
The frequency w: Wm,- — % wpui is composed of the toroidal and poloidal plasma rotation.

Now, expand this ansatz to different frequencies wk and suppose for each of them a set
of modes (mjk, Wt):

9.09.1519? : Z Ajkip) e£[mjk9»+mkwit) (4)

1!:

For each mode there is one radial. function Ajfip). It is defined as an arbitrary cubic
spline with h internal knots. Thus, it can he represented as a linear combination of real
and well defined cubic B—splines [4]:

‘ Phi—4

4 MP) = Z CyklNr‘kltP) (5)
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Equations 4 and 5 give the total ansatz
3(P; t, 6*) Z Z CjkINjkl(Pl Eiimjkfl‘huwn) (6)

JH

The measured signal fDU) of a detector D is a line integral along a line-of—sight described
by the curve 7D (see figure 1):

so) I Z: Cit! l ‘15 NM?) 6‘7””? NW” == Z We! Jim 6“”W“ (73)
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This set of equations separates in the Fourier space with respect to w:=ngku}k :

p: Z 611'lk “New ' w) (8)
jkt

Thus, for each to we obtain one set of complex and linear equations. 134;”) depends only
on the geometry of the diagnostic and on the coordinates p and 6‘. cm are unknown and
fhphu) are values from the Fourier transform of the measured SXR data. Solving equa-
tions [8) for CM and substituting it in equation (6) one obtain the unknown emissivity g.

Furtheremore, we investigated errors and limits of our method. There are three main
sources of errors: the measured line integrated intensities1 the assumed geometry of the
diagnostic and finally the magnetic equilibrium. The influence of these errors were in—
vestigated by tests, Monte Carlo simulations and calculations of error propagation. The
approximate values of possible errors are listed in table 1. where the time variable emis—
sivity Ag means the difference between the total emissivity g and the time independent
emissivity, i. e. the (0,0) mode.

9 Ag
measured intensity 1% 1%
geometry 0.5% 2%
equilibrium 2% 9%

Table 1: Approximate values of possible errors of the emissivity g and Ag,

For the splines we use mostly 11 knots (p =03, 0.1, 0.2, . . . i 1.0). It corresponds to a radial
resolution of about 5 cm (Ap:0.l) for each mode. The poloidal resolution is limited by
the number of harmonics, i. e. by the band width of the data acquisition system. This is
large enough, so that the poloidal resolution is limited only by the spatial extension of
the lines—of~sight, which corresponds to a resolution of about 4cm.

3. Results

With this new high resolution method we investigated the internal kink, the evolution of
the sawtooth crash, the growth of the tungsten snake and coupled modes. An example for
the studies of coupled mode structures in ASDEX Upgrade high—,8 discharges is shown in
figure ‘2 [5], Tornographic reconstructions of three phases of the discharge are depicted.
In the first phaSe (left plots) the plasma does not reach the fi~limit yet and a (1,1)
mode is unstable. The radial mode amplitude and the contour plot of the. time variable
emissivity Ag can be seen. The next phase is at the beginning of the j3-collapse. Here, we
discovered a (4,3) mode with a toroidaliy coupled (3,3) mode. Finally, in the last phase
during the flvcollapse we reconstructed a (3,2) mode with a toroidally coupled (12,2) mode.
The tomography procedure yields the m numbers while the in numbers are determined
by the relations of the frequencies and by the Mirnov signals.
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Figure 2: Tomographic reconstruction of an high-,3 discharge in ASDEX Upgrade (shot
#7694). Top: radial mode amplitudes. Bottom: contour plots of the time variable emis—
sivity Ag. Left {t = 1.8315): (1,1) mode before the fl-collapse. Middle (t = 1.844 5):
coupling of (4,3) and (3,3) modes at the beginning of the fl-callapse. Right (t:1.887 5):
coupling of (3,2) and (2,2) modes at the end of the fl-collapse,
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4. Summary
An innovative tomography method was developed for interpretation of the soft X—ray
data. It has high spatial resolution. For the first time, it is possible to reconstruct the soft
X«Iay emissivity of coupled MHD modes. The necessary assumption is a stationary mode
structure on the time scale of one plasma rotation period (in ASDEX Upgrade: ~ 100 #8).
The main features are the use of rotational tomography in an adaptive coordinate system,
an ansatz for coupled modes with the help of cubic splines and calculation in the Fourier
space. Thereby the mode structures in high-fl discharges have been clarified in detail.
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